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Volume LXIX
GOIN' FISHIN'
NEXT WEEK FOR MUSKIES
John Gump Speaks
On Our Progress
In India Program
This Sunday night, students
will have an opportunity to enjoy
curry and rice Indian style, at the
Wooster-in-Indi- a dinner. The
speaker at this annual event will
be John Gump, last year's Wooster-in-I-
ndia representative, who is
very eager to tell residents of the
Wooster campus just what their
program i s accomplishing i n
India.
The dinner will be served in typical
Indian fashion at 6 p.m. in Lower
Kauke. Food will be served by waiters
dressed in Indian garb to guests who
will eat with their fingers while sit-
ting cross-legge- d on the floor. In ad-
dition to hearing about India from
Mr. Gump, they will see views of
India in a Ford Foundation film on
community developments. Harriet
Winfield will do some Indian dancing,
and Mr. Gump will show slides.
The dinner is planned by the Wooster-in-I-
ndia Committee headed by Betty
Romig. Harriet Winfield is in charge
of the dinner itself, and Jane Downs
is head of decorations.
An admission price of 80 cents will
be collected Sunday night. Today is
the deadline for signing the list in
center Kauke.
Republican Club
Joins Caravan
For Frank Bow
Thursday night, October 14, the
Young Republicans participated
in a Wayne County political rally.,
A caravan in honor of Congress-
man Frank Bow, who is seeking
re-electi- on, traveled throughout
the county, stopping at the public
squares in Rittman, Orrville, and
Wooster. Celebrations at each
place featured music played by a
band composed of musical mem-
bers of the campus' Young Re-
publican Club. Candidates for
county officers were introduced,
and Mr. Bow delivered a short
speech. Because October 14 was
President Eisenhower's birthday,
the evening was climaxed by a
birthday party given in the Wayne
County Republican Headquarters
located in the American Hotel in
Wooster.
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FRANK T. BOW
There are more than 400 Young
Republican Clubs on college campuses
across the nation that will be working
toward the election of a Republican
Congress in the next month. John
Bfgg, college chairman for the Young
Republican National Federation, is
stressing a drive on a national scale
10 get eligible students to register
nd secure absentee ballots for the
N'ovember 4 election. In line with
is emphasis, the Wooster Young
Republican Club will furnish to stu-
dents information on absentee voting
'aws and procedures.
An estimated 50,000 students in the
Uited States are eligible to vote but
tave not registered or obtained ab-me- e
ballots.
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Listening to Dr. Lowry's remarks at the Compton Dormitory corner-
stone laying were Sue Keller, Peg McClelland, Mrs. Golder, the Rev. Mr.
Blackwood, Arthur Compton, and Mrs. Rice.
Bayer To Lead
Dads' Day Cast
One of the highlights of Dad's
Day week-en- d will be the Little
Theater's production of "Candi-
da", by George Bernard Shaw.
Under the direction of Winford
B. Logan, this play will be pre-
sented on November 3, 4, 5, and
6 in Scott Auditorium.
Written in 1895, "Candida" (simi-
lar in pronunciation to the word "Can-
ada", with an extra "d") may be
classified as a basic drama concerning
the social transition of a woman from
the Victorian concept to the modern,
independent type.
This play has a small, yet impres-
sive cast. Janet Bayer will portray
Candida, an enthusiastic and lively,
yet thoughtful and wise, woman. Can-
dida is one of the best of George Ber-
nard Shaw's characters, in fact, a
portrait of the ideal woman. Her hus-
band, a sincere minister and a magnifi-
cent leader, will be played by Richard
Hyde. Ed Moore will be seen as
Marchbanks, a fantastic poet in love
with Candida, whose actions touch
deeply the lives of Candida and her
husband. Gail Bond will act in the
part of Prossy, the secretary. William
Grambergs will take the role of Lexy,
the curate. Jane Downs is the assist-
ant director, and Bud Campbell is the
stage manager.
Tickets will go on sale in the Speech
office on Monday, October 25.
WCW Opens
Radio Station WCW will open
Monday night, October 18. for another
year of broadcasting music, news, and
sports to the students of Wooster. A
complete new audio system including
a new console will give better tone
quality and dependability. Broadcast
hours will be as follows: Sunday
through Thursday, 9-1- 2 p.m.; Friday
and Saturday, 12-- 2 a.m.
Musicians Plan
Future Concerts
The Concert Choir, composed
of over 100 members, and the
College Orchestra, under the di-
rection of Richard T. Gore, are
now rehearsing Hayden's "The
Seasons" and Handel's "Messiah"
for performances on January 9
and April 8 respectively.
"The Seasons" is a secular oratorio
based on a poem of the same name
by James Thompson. The "Messiah",
which is a more sacred oratorio, is
based entirely on Biblical texts cover-
ing Christ's life from birth to cruci-fixo- n.
Both of these works are frequently
sung because of their audience appeal.
The "Messiah", hoVvever, because of
its traditionally sacred nature, is bet-
ter known and often heard at Easter
time.
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Students who wish mem-
bership tickets for the For-
eign Film Society are asked
to purchase them by Wed-
nesday, October 20. Tickets
are on sale at the College
Book Store for $2.00. Two
French classics, an English
comedy and a realistic Mexi-
can film are included in the
season's program.
Music Department
Schedules Operas
The modern opera, "Amahl and
the Night Visitors", and the comi-
cal "Trial by Jury" have been
scheduled for production by music
majors of the operetta production
class in conjunction with the
speech department. Stuart J. Ling
and Winford B. Logan are co-direct- ors
of the two numbers
which will be presented on De-
cember 10 and 11, in Scott Audi-
torium.
Written by Gian-Carl- o Menotti, who
has written such other well-know- n
operas as "The Consul", "The Me-
dium", and "The Telephone", "Amahl
and the Night Visitors" was commis-s-'one- d
for TV production and first
performed on Christmas Eve of 1951.
It is rapidlv becoming a tradition on
TV equal to that of the reading of
Dickens' "Christmas Carol" on the
radio. The story concerns Amahl, the
crippled shepherd boy, and his mother
who are visited by the three kings who
are traveling to Bethlehem. Because
of the seasonal nature of this opera,
it is being performed in December.
Previous operetta productions that
have been presented here were "Let's
Make An Opera" in 1951 and "Sing
Out Sweet Land" in 1953.
"Trial by Jury" by Gilbert and Sul-
livan, is a one-ac- t satire of the English
judicial system, featuring a stacked
jury, an amorous judge, and a confused
defendant who is accused of breach
of promise because he has left a wo-
man waiting on the church steps.
Tryouts for a boy soprano were be-
gun last week. General tryouts for
solo and chorus openings in both
numbers will be held on October 20
and 22, at 4:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
on both days. A small orchestra is
also being organized.
THE BLOODMOBILE
IS COMING...
All those under 21 must have
parental permission to give blood.
Get the slip from your dormitory
representative now. Scheduling
will take place on October 27
and 28.
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Williams Appointed
As Admissions Aid
The Office of Admissions has
announced the selection of Rod-
ney S. Williams as the new As-
sistant Director of Admissions for
the college. Mr. Williams is a
member of the Class of 1948 and
a resident of Wooster.
Having been a photographer for
the "Index" during his school years,
he continued in the field of photo-
graphy after graduation. He studied
for a year at the Modern School of
Photography in New York City and
then became an assistant to Lisa Lar-se- n,
a contract photographer for Life
magazine. After a year of "reporting
through pictures", he returned to
Wooster where he has been doing
i --
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ROD WILLIAMS
both independent photography and
some for the college. He made a pic-
torial booklet for the Department of
Admissions soon after his return, and
has also been doing pictures for the
"Index". He begins his new position
today, October 15.
While in Wooster, Mr. Williams
was a member of Eighth Section and
was a Phi Beta Kappa student.
Seated in the royal box are Queen Natalie Schneider and her1 Home-
coming Court. In the front row from left to right are Constance Coleman,
Jim Bader, Natalie Schneider, Don Hartsough, and Paula Hykes. In the
back row are Alice Kresensky, Jim Lindsay, Keith Kennedy, Jerry Carlisle,
and Jan Ackerly.
Student Senate To Consider Juke Box;
Will Study Extra-Curricul- ar Activities
The Student Senate met Monday night with Don Hartsough
presiding. The Senate policy regarding the use of the Student Union
was discussed, and Jerry Carlisle was appointed the Senate represen-
tative in charge of maintaining this policy. The possibility of adding
a new juke box with 100 selections and extending the time for dancing
on Friday and Saturday nights were considered by the group.
In an election of committee heads, some colleges will be studied as a
the Senate chose Phil Eaton as chair-
man of Dads' Day activities and Bud
Barta, chairman for the Buddy Morrel
concert. The Senate also announced
that the polls will be open in lower
Kauke next Tuesday, from first through
seventh hours, for the election of class,
WSGA, and Senate officers.
The Senate decided to consider
further the possibilities of conducting
a study of the extra-curricul- ar pro-
gram on campus. The adoption of the
point system for activities as used in
Candidates Campaign
For Student Offices
by ED BYRNE
Sixty-eig- ht candidates have been nominated by petition to fill 23
student offices in the Student Senate elections. This surpasses by five
the number of candidates nominated last year. The record year was
1952 when a total of 71 candidates filed petitions. The election is to
be held on Tuesday, October 19, in Lower Kauke. There is one office
which only has one candidate and there are 18 offices in' which three
or more persons have filed petitions.
' Nominated
Women Select
Dorm Officers
With Peg McClelland and Sue
Keller presiding at the dorm
meetings, officers were elected to
serve in the dorms for the year.
The freshman officers were ep-point- ed
for a six weeks period,
after which another, permanent
election will be held.
The presidents of the dorms are
Holden, Sue Stewart; Babcock, Ardyth
Spierling; Annex, Selma Hokenson;
Hoover, Marty Klippert; Bowman,
Mila Swyers; Miller, Judy Pennock;
Westminster, Janet Smith; Korner,
Shelia Mclssac; University, Mary Lou
Buchwalter; Scot, Sherry Wilcoxen;
French House, Betty Jacobson.
Social chairmen are Holden, Jan
Coulson; Babcock, Jean Mountain;
Annex, Jo Bruce; Hoover, Signe Poul-so- n;
Bowman, Janet Mesing; Miller,
Muffy McKay; Westminster, Sue Eick-meye- r;
Korner, Shirley Falteich; Uni-
versity, Helen Houser; Scot, Jo Ca-
pon; French House, Sally Anthony.
Treasurers are Holden, Sue Hanna;
Babcock, Alice Demmler; Annex, Do-di- e
Anderson; Hoover, Peggy Schmidt;
Bowman, Louise Brown; Miller, Jo
Anne French; Westminster, Judy Gra-cia- ;
Korner, Grace MacAllister; Uni-
versity, Hideko Tamura.
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means to increase participation by
more of the student body. Required
attendance at evening meetings of de-
partmental organizations was also
cited for further discussion.
Bob Mitchell representing the prop-
erties committee, reported on the con-
dition of Senate equipment. The Sen-
ate moved to change the by-la- ws to
lower the fee for rental of their false
ceiling for gym dances to five dollars
and to require the renting group to
install it.
Number 4
The following persons have been
nominated for president of the Senior
Class :
Bob Shirley from Cedarville, Ohio,
is a member of Seventh Section and is
active in the Glee Club and Chemistry
Club.
Jim Lindsay from Davenport, Iowa,
is a member of Seventh Section, and
active in Congressional Club, Young
Republicans, Classical Honorary, ten-
nis team, and is a student elder in
the Westminster Church.
Dick Morey, from Erie, Pa., is a
member of Fourth Section and is active
in WCW and the Young Republican.
By Morris, from Elyria, Ohio, is a
member of Fifth Section, is active in
varsity basketball and baseball. He is
also Senior Resident at Andrews Hall
and a member of the Young Repub-
licans.
The following persons have been
nominated for president of the Junior
Class:
John Buechner, from Arlington
Heights, Illinois, is a member of Fifth
Section and is active in Dramatics,
Philosophy Club, and the Young Re-
publicans.
Bob Mathewson, from Buffalo, N.
Y., is a member of Eighth Section and
is active in WCW, Dramatics, and
UCF.
Bob Humphries, from Pittsburgh,
Pa., is a member of Seventh Section
and is active in THE Corporation,
concert choir, and IRC.
The following persons have been
(Continued on Page four)
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IRC Broadcasts
Current Events
Every Sunday afternoon from 4:30
p.m. to 5 :00 p.m., the International
Relations dub sponsors a broadcast
of current events over station WWST.
The first part of the program is de-
voted to a summary of the week's
news from all over the globe. Then
various members of IRC discuss some
current problem or important event.
Last Sunday, for example, the main
topic was the European Defense Com-
munity. Fred Thayer, president of
IRC, assisted by members of the club,
told about the history of EDC, how
it works today, and what may be its
role in the future of Europe and the
world.
By listening to this program, one
can catch up on the important news
of the week and also learn about some
aspects of die policies which are
shaping our world today. Some of the
facts learned from this program
might even answer those elusive ques-
tions on current events which are
favored by some professors.
'
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In Our Opinion
Wooster Elections Apathetic
Our college life here at Wooster is cobwebbed by a network of
traditions. Some of these are listed very specifically in "The Scot
Key"; others become such an integral part of our life that we need
to forget that they are traditions. The sharing of certain traditions
produces a spirit of oneness and a center of allegiance that helps
draw isolated people into one common community. Such a sharing, if
it accomplishes its purpose, is beneficial and rewarding.
However, some of the traditions which Wooster students have
forged and followed are the products of either stale minds or ivory-towe- r
intellects. Cases in point are the traditions of "nice" campaigns
that, through the years, have smothered the life out of every student-bod- y
election with the exception of the ones for Dogpatch king. We
seem to like to prove the oldsters' accusation that we are "the silent
generation". Our pallid campaigns are carried on with enthusiasm
that is definitely luke-war- m. Rarely are the major issues announced,
if they are even formulated. Because, the VOICE does not present
the issues, and, because the candidates do not usually define what is-
sues they themselves support, the voters often go to the polls on
election day without any clear-cu- t notion of what their candidates
stand for. Those who bother to read the platforms posted in the Senate
Room retain in their minds only fuzzy, general impressions of the
typewritten pages. Not that it matters, since actually these pages do
little help to the voter. For although there is supposed to be a distinct
platform submitted by each person running for senator, these sheets
too often look like mere carbon copies of each other.
The personalities of the candidates are bound to influence voters
on both the national and collegiate level. But elections should be more
than popularity contests. Candidates should support pertinent issues;
they should seek out public opinion and then clearly define their own
position. Lively competition for offices can add zest to any election.
Sections should not always ration candidates. If there are two mem-
bers of the same section who are capable of holding the same of-
fice (e.g. Student Senate president, class president), both of them
should run. The highest offices on campus are positions of great
responsibility. It's lamentable that so few people care to run for them.
It's a shame that public opinion cannot persuade more people to accept
a challenge.
We need to learn that to try to satisfy everyone is to satisfy no
one. Wooster students want to be nice boys and girls. They don't
want to tramp on anyone's toes. They want to be "hale fellows well-m- et
with the crowd". They don't want enemies. But it is impossible
for anyone who is going to run for an office and support a definite
platform to be a chameleon.
We exercise democracy on this campus, but this democracy does
not lead to good government. Whenever a small minority runs a
student government because of general apathy, wherever a fair repre-
sentation on student opinion is strained, and wherever issues fail to
receive publicity, enlightened freedom and good, representative
government are difficult to find. Liberal democracy can flourish only
where people are aware of all basic issues and consequently turn out
on election day to express their voices by voting for the candidates
of their choice.
The backdrop for contemplation is silence, but action must be
supported by earnest voices.
Jim Cooper and Joy Hatfield
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There's something important going on. Wonder how many of
you have forgotten? What with the demise of the Indians, Ohio
State's Big Ten title chances, and Bermuda Shorts, the Curriculum
Committee could easily have been obscured. The Curriculum Com-
mittee, which essentially consists of the whole faculty, has been
sanctioned to make a review of the courses offered here at Wooster.
Oddly enough, the objective will be an attempt to impart a more
generalized education to future students. This 'generalized education'
is virtually synonymous with, a more practical education. The future
student will be able to choose from a greater variety of subjects,
some of which may really interest him; and will also have less re-
quired hours to contend with. This is a commendable undertaking,
for it is an endeavor to more nearly conform our curriculum to the
demands of our society. That insidious, realistic approach to life has
germinated somewhat.
You may remark, "So what, I'll be out of here by then." Right, we will
be. But don't forget that the prestige or opinion an employer attaches to a
diploma is based on the current reputation of the institution which granted it
next year or 10 years from now. The results of the Curriculum Committee
investigations will extend into the future. Let's assume that we will too.
The present student body can have some influence in the) outcome of this
curriculum study, or it can take it in its traditional, apathetic stride. This
column has previously expressed the opinion that the student body has no
right to demand a voice in determining the curriculum of a college. However,
the student body may help toward achieving an equitable and more practical
course of study in conjunction with an authorized committee. Simply analyze
your own studies up to this point and think about how much they have helped
you; what you are lacking; why you couldn't fulfill some of your personal
requirements in the effort to fulfill college requirements. Do this honestly,
project your conclusions into the future, how would they affect perhaps the
class of '65? Write a brief, candid report of your analysis and submit it to
a faculty member or one of the deans. It may assist the Curriculum Committee
to get a students' eye view of the problem.
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Senate Candidates Interviewed
Following is a list of questions presented by the VOICE staff
to candidates for sophomore and junior senator-at-larg- e. They were
asked for written replies expressing their views on these issues in
student government at Wooster. Freshman candidates for senator were
not asked because it was not felt that they were well enough ecquaint-e- d
with the campus issues to answer the questions. Here are the
questions and their replies.
1. If you were elected as a senator, would you feel it your respon-
sibility to represent student opinion as accurately as possible, or do
you belive that it is more nearly your responsibility to do that which
you believe to be right regardless of student opinion, i.e. "lead student
opinion"?
2. As a senator, would you feel it your responsibility to present stu-
dent opinion to authorized bodies and to press for consideration of
student opinion in the formation of college policy?
3. Are you in favor of keeping the polls open first through seventh
hours including lunch period to give all students a fair opportunity
to vote?
4. Are you in favor of a flexible agenda which would allow students
to present issues at any senate meeting?
5. Will you press for prompt action on issues intrusted to com-
mittees?
6. Are you in favor of smoking in the Union? Why?
7. Do you propose to support NSA on this campus? Do you feel
that the campus benefits to any great extent from the $300 expended
by the Senate for that purpose each year?
For Sophomore Senator-at-Larg- e :
Bill Driggs, candidate for senator-at-larg- e, is active in the Young Democrat
Club and the Geology Club. A member of Sixth Section, he comes from Cam-
bridge, Ohio.
1. I feel that if I were elected senator, it would give me the privilege and
responsibility of representing, not judging student opinion.
2. I feel that authorizing bodies to press for consideration of student opinion
in the foramtion of college policy is a prime function of the Senate.
3. Getting as many students to the polls is a vital interest of the Student Sen-
ate as it should be of the student body. Keeping the polls open 1st through
7th hour is the barest essential for obtaining good results.
4. A flexible agenda should always be presented at a Senate meeting.
5. I feel it is the duty of every senator to press for prompt committee action.
6: I think some provisions should be made for smoking in the Union. The
Union is for the use of all the students and smokers should be given considera-
tion. I think a trial period and then a vote of the student body would be the
best way to settle the issue.
Jack Hornfeldt, treasurer of the Young Republican Club, is a candidate
for sophomore senator-at-larg- e. He also works on WCW and is a member of
the swimming team. His home town is Ridgewood, New Jersey.
1. As a candidate for senator-at-larg- e from the sophomore class, I feel that
if my classmates see fit to elect me, it will be my duty to represent their opin-
ions, and carry their ideas to the Senate.
2. Yes. I feel that many student opinions have not been given the attention
they deserve. While I do not advocate students making the college policies,
I definitely favor presenting student opinion to both faculty committees and
the administration.
3.. I believe that as many students as possible should be give an opportunity
to vote. Therefore it seems logical to open the polls for a longer period of time.
However, without having made a study of all the problems, I do not feel quali-
fied to form a definite opinion.
4. I favor an agenda which is flexible to the extent that time be allowed for
any issues which might be presented.
5. If a committee has been given an assignment of dealing with an issue, I
shall do my best to see that prompt attention be given to the issue.
6. Yes. I favor consideration of possible means for establishing smoking
facilities in at least part of the Union. It seems that there are many students
who do not patronize the Union simply because they can not have a smoke
there.
7. Yes, the money used for NSA is money invested in the future of our stu-
dent senate. Without the sharing of new ideas which the NSA provides, our
senate would eventually become ingrown and stagnant.
Gordon Wood, of New Rochelle, New York, is running for sophomore
senator-at-larg- e. In addition to being a member of the Young Republican Club,
choir, and WCW, he is also an advisor to a high school Westminster Fellow-
ship and a member) of the David Brainerd Society.
1. My duty, if elected as sophomore senator-at-larg- e, would be to represent
the class as a whole. No one is desirous of hearing my individual opinion
only that of the sophomore class, the mind of which is made up of all its
individuals, not just me. In cases of necessity, i.e. where it would be pending
on me to make immediate decisions, I would hope that not only the students'
votes but their faith helped to put me in office.
2. I most definitely feel that before any college policy is formed which would
affect in some way any or all of the students, the opinion of the students should
at first be considered. It is obviously a democratic procedure and I would al-
ways feel that I carried a great part of the responsibility in seeing that any
decisions made which would affect the college body would include the opinions
and considerations of both sides.
3. As suggested in the question, it is only fair that everyone get an oppor-
tunity to vote. I am very much in favor of having the fore-mention- ed times
open to voting. I only hope that if this schedule is followed everyone will
earnestly take advantage of it.
4. If agendas are flexible so as to allow students to present issues at any
senate meeting there would no doubt be all 'presentation' and no achievement".
I believe it is impossible to abide by such rules and still be practical. I would,
however, not exclude the possibility that one, maybe two meetings could be
set aside to allow students to present their views.
5. I would press for prompt committee action provided accurate work was
the result. I think committees should comply with a limited time for otherwise
there would be no pressure to insure the steady, forward movement of the work
involved.
6. I am not in favor of smoking in the union unless a place could be pro-
vided and set aside for it other than the main room. I believe that there is an
equal amount of non-smoke- rs as smokers and the "Shack" nicely accommodates
the latter. I want to see another place designated for smokers, connected with
the Union, however, I feel that the main room should be used for the enjoy-
ment of the non-smoker- s.
7. We have been rewarded in the past for supporting NSA and I don't be-
lieve that the situation will change in the future. If the people who are sent
to one of its conferences come back and use their newly acquired knowledge
and experience in the governmental organization of this college, three major
factors have received benefits: (1) the individual directly connected with NSA;
(2) the organization which includes that individual; and (3) the group which
responds to the organization.
For Junior Senator-at-Larg- e:
Dick Adams, from Hector, New York, is a candidate for junior senator-at-larg- e.
He participates in intramural football, Young Republican Club, and
WCW.
1. The Student Senate has, as I see it, adopted an attitude within which there
is little true representation or cognizance taken of student opinion. A good pub-
lic official will try to find a medium between the two ideas of government and
will exercise his best judgment, keeping the opinions of his constituents ever
in mind. I believe the student body needs a greater voice in the Senate. Senators
should make a greater effort to be more aware of general campus opinion.
2. If I didn't do so, I certainly wouldn't be representing student opinion. To
say that one represents student opinion, without pressing for the consideration
of these opinions in the formation of college policy, would be a falsity.
3. Yes. As part of our democracy it is necessary to give all an adequate and
convenient opportunity to vote.
4. Yes. I believe a flexible agenda is necessary in order to keep the Student
Senate an organization for the students, to make their opiinons known. Contrary
to this, the present Senate agenda contains no call for "new business".
5. Issues are supposedly entrusted to committees for them to take further
action on these issues. I don't believe these issues should be stalemated, but
should be brought back to the Senate for prompt action. I would strive to see
that they were.
6. In the Union proper? No. A smoker in the Union? Yes. In the past, the
idea of converting the women's lounge into a smoker has been discussed. A
smoker in the Union would provide an adequate meeting place for students
who wish to smoke, as well as keeping the Union proper free from smoke. The
Union should be a meeting place for all, regardless of their likes and dislikes
concerning smoking.
7. I will not support a national lobby such as the NSA until I am convinced
that the student body of the College of Wooster is voicing its opinion and
reaping benefits to the tune of $300. I think the amount spent on this national
label could be put to much better use on our campus and in the Four College
Conference.
Bob Duke, candidate for junior senator-at-laxg- e, besides being a cheerleader
is active in debate, Young Republican Club, and the David Brainerd Society.
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People are interesting. And the truth is that the greater a person
is in ability, experience, and honor, the more interesting he is likely
to be. Last week it was my privilege to interview for The VOICE
one of the world's most interesting personalities Dr. Arthur H.
Compton.
The time of my interview with Dr. Compton was immediately following
his chapel address on Friday morning. I began by telling him what is prob-
ably very true that Wooster students know him only as an awe-inspiri- ng
name. In spite of his chapel talks and his many visits to Wooster, he remains
to us another Toynbee, or Robert Frost, or Reinhold Niebuhr: someone who
speaks to us from another, and far different, climate. Yet, Dr. Compton was
brought up in Wooster and has always been closely associated with this co-
llege; we should get to know him better than "Who's Who" can do.
The first question asked Dr. Compton was this: "Jusfl what type of work
have you been doing since you resigned as Chancellor of Washington Univer-
sity and became Distinguished Service Professor of Natural Philosophy?" Dt
Compton replied that he eventually plans to turn again to research, but thai
his present schedule calls for him to teach one undergraduate class in atomic
physics, to deliver a series of lectures on "The Survival of Modern Man",
and to work on the organization of the conference on "Science and Human
Responsibility", which will convene in St. Louis shortly.
Next he was asked: "In your many years of work in natural science, phi.
losophy, education, and various humanitarian activities" (for a list, see Who';
Who) "what do you feel has been your greatest contribution to mankind?
Without hesitation Dr. Arthur Compton replied that he would have to su
that he considered his work with x-ra- ys his most valuable contribution. Thes
were the studies which led to the discovery that ultimate physical things har
the properties both of waves and of particles. This, incidently, was the wori
for which he was given the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1927.
The third question to Dr. Compton was: "Do you feel that your associi
tion with Wooster through the years has made any distinctive contribution r!
your personal development?" "Obviously," said Dr. Compton. He went ttj
to say that beyond tha area of service and love for humanity to which he hi: i
referred in his chapel speech, and which, he said, was the heritage of ill i
church-relate- d schools, Wooster had a still more distinctive contribution t !
make to its students, and that this was a "balanced attitude of religion toward
human knowledge". This attitude in regard to natural science has been i-
mportant to him, Dr. Compton assures us.
Dr. Compton was asked two more questions relating to his view of tit
world situation. In answer to the first one he said that his personal outlooi
on the world situation is generally optimistic, but that scientists with when
he has conversed are divided in their opinions on the hopefulness of the future.
Those who are attending the St. Louis conference on "Science and Human it-sponsibilit- y"
are naturally those with a hopeful outlook, because they would
not waste their time if they thought that nothing could be done. In his ansift:
to the final question, which concerned his recent world tour, Dr. Compton
said that he found people in Asiatic nations much more tolerant of America
foreign policy than they were four years ago when he last visited there. This
change in attitude is being brought about, not by any change in America
policies, but as the result of a more mature evaluation of American motives kj
the nationals of these countries. Before World War II, these peoples had at
idealized conception of the United States. After America became involved ii
power politics following the war, there was widespread disillusionment. Asia
tics then looked upon us as just one more imperialistic power in the world
Now they are beginning to understand the reason why we are attempting to
stabilize the world situation; they see that we are pursuing a defensive rather
than an aggressive policy. Now, while we no longer appear as a knight in
shining armor, neither are we a horrible villian.
IT cot Tapeby SHEILA McISAAC
Let me see; I'm supposed to tell something about the girls' clubs rushing
teas that were held last Sunday. Now that was an experience ! I, like many other
sophomore women, dashed from one to the next while my feet were getting
sorer by the minute from such extensive walking, in heels. By the time I had
consumed my eighth cup of grapefruit punch (and I don't like grapefruit), I
was quite willing to forego Sunday night supper. Maybe the assortment of
cookies, cakes, and brownies that I downed had something to do with that, too.
At any rate, it was fun looking at scrapbooks, paddles, and pins.
Homecoming week end featured two dances, the Queen's Ball and the
Homecoming Dance. Both were decorated in a fall motif. To those of us who
like jazz, Larry Grey's orchestra, which played Saturday night at the Home
coming Dance, was a pleasant change. During intermission cider and dough-
nuts were served, both in the gym and at the Eighth Section open house.
Third Section was different and served punch and cookies. (No, they weren't
stale!) It wouldn't be nice not to mention First, which also held an open
house, although I don't know what their refreshments were.
I just found out that Annex girls are making tickets for the annual Sadie
Hawkins Dance, sponsored by the YW. Bob O'Meara and Sel Hokanson are
in charge of the dance. Don't panic, girls, it isn't until October 30.
UCF will hold a sunrise service on the golf course on Sunday morning
in place of their regularly scheduled meeting. All of you who are planning
to go should be in front of Babcock at 6:15 a.m. (yawn). Well, at least you'll
be up for breakfast!
His home town is Grove City, Pa.
1. I feel it my responsibility to represent student opinion, unless it is co-
ntrary to the dictates of my conscience, at which time I would favor what I b-
elieve right.
2. Yes.
3. Yes. if warranted.
4. Yes.
5. Yes.
6. No under the present conditions. I see no need for it now, and since tfe
Union is not air conditioned, the no smoking rule makes it more desirable for
non-smoker- s; however, I am not against a room being set aside as a smoker
7. Yes, yes.
Virg Musser, who is running for junior senator-at-larg- e, is president o'
the Young Democrat Club. He is also active in varsity football, debate, and the
Congressional Club. A resident at Douglass, Virg comes from Doylestown, Ohio.
1. If elected, I will do my best to represent student opinion and to inforf
the students on those issues which come before the Senate in an effort to gai
their views. ',
2. Yes, very definitely, as a member of the Student Senate it would be rrr
responsibility to convey the students' opinions to the Senate and all group
influenced by the Senate in an effort to have these included in the formatiot
of college policy.
3. The students should be given every opportunity to exercise their respon
sibility to vote. Opening the polls at lunch period would be a desirable additioi
to the present set-u- p.
4. The present situation with a definite agenda for each Senate meeting wit:
students welcome to personally present their problems and views is a favorabli
one. The real problem lies in the lack of initiative on the part of the student:
to present their views.
5. I would press for prompt action on those issues which could be considered
intelligently in a short time, but the more complex issues should be given mor
consideration to insure the best possible action.
6. Smoking in the Union might be favorable to some students while unfavor
able to others. A decision such as this should be made by the student body
There are other problems in connection with the Union which should be con-
sidered such as better service and better music.
7. The NSA is of definite value to this campus in that it gives us a channel
to a great source of ideas tested and tried on other campuses. i
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Looking over the standings and records of the unbeaten and
untied Ohio football teams, things don't look too bright for the
leaders. Two of the very best squads in the region will meet tomor-
row when Kent State plays Ohio University. Kent rolled up the big-
gest score in the state two weeks ago when they trounced Western
Reserve by a score of 65-- 0. However, going into the game tomorrow,
Ohio University stands as a slight favorite to edge the Golden Flashes,
fhe Bobcats currently have one of the fastest backfields around. In
their last start, they totaled 337 yards in total running offense.
Glancing at the rest of the teams, this is the list: Cincinnati, Ohio
State, Capital, Miami, Ashland and Youngstown. The string will
probably drop down to only two or three teams this week because
all of the elevens face tough opponents. Ohio State is to be noticed
especially because they meet the Hawkeyes of Iowa who earlier in the
year knocked off the Spartans of Michigan State.
Now let's take a quick look at the rest of the nation as far as
top games go for tomorrow.
Four of the top ten teams must face each other and what a
scramble that's going to make. Purdue meets Wisconsin and Iowa
plays Ohio State. Notre Dame has to meet Michigan State that has
lost twice, but hasn't lost to the Irish in three years. Seventh-ranke- d
Mississippi goes against Tulane and Southern California against Ore-
gon. Army is all set to go against Duke after the West Pointers smash-
ed Dartmouth 60-- 6. Stanford will certainly be fired up against UCLA
after they were whipped by Navy 25-- 0.
The only team that looks like a cinch to go for the laurels in the
unbeaten column is Oklahoma. The Sooners have already topped two
tough opponents and face a very easy schedule for the rest of the
way. From behind these glasses, the word comes that Oklahoma will
be the nation's number one team.
Another one of those mysteries of the baseball diamond unfolded
early this week when the Boston Red Sox fired Manager Lou Boudreau.
Lou, known to many as the "Wonder Boy" of the Cleveland Indians,
piloted the Tribe for 10 years.
Boudreau received congratulation) from many circles a few short
weeks ago when his "kids" edged into fourth place ahead of the De-
troit Tigers. It was assumed then that he had earned his stay in the
Beantown for at least another year. But obviously, someone in the
town wasn't satisfied with a first-divisio- n ball club, even when it was
one by a good many rookies and hard-playin- g fellows who were just
learning the game from one of baseball's top managers. And certainly,
Lou was more than one of the best.
His unfortunate successor will be Pinky Higgins, star third base-
man for the Detroit Tigers and the Boston Red Sox. Higgins, inci-
dentally holds the major league record for the most consecutive hits,
satnding at 12. He set this mark while playing at Detroit in 1938.
Well, tomorrow afternoon, the Scots will step into a "hot box"
as they invade Carlisle, Pa. Everyone says, "Who is Wooster playing
this week?" and when they hear, they say, "That easy team?" Well,
Dickinson is not easy and no one knows that fact better than Coach
Shipe.
The boys from Pennsylvania have a tough ball club and certainly
no one can expect a romp. They possibly will prove to be tougher
than Denison, but nobody around here has said that Wooster couldn't
have beaten the Big Red without a break or two, that is. That's what
they say, "It just takes a break here and possibly one there and ."
Any predictions concerning the final score? I thought not, but most
people are pretty conservative and cautious at least around Wooster.
To Fill That In-Betwe- en Meal Gap
Try a Delicious Hamburger At
THE SHACK
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SLACKS
CORDUROY
Colors Rust and Charcoal
Waist Sizes 28-3- 6
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Stylish leg taper. Sporty patch hip pockets.
Smartly tailored yet washable.
COTTON TWILL PEG TOP SLACKS $3.98
Fully Sanforized Black, Tan, Grey
JFireedlaEadeir's
I "IT PAYS TO BUY QUALITY"
DENISON SPOILS SCOTS' E9
Freshmen Win Season's Opener 26-6- ;
Defending Champs Spilled By Fourth
In. intramural touch football last week, the Freshmen made theirdebut in the slam bang sport by beating Fourth Section, 26-- 6, and
then losing a squeaker the following afternoon to Sixth, 13-1- 2. Fourth
and Second fought a battle royal on the campus green last Friday withFourth getting the decision, 18-1- 2.
Scoring twice and adding a safety
in the first half and hitting for two
more in the final frame with their op-
ponents counting once in the last half,
the Freshmen, led by QB Bill Jen-
nings, drove for their first TD early
in the game. Jennings passed to Moe
Cotton at the end of a march that
covered the length of the field.
The Frosh added another marker
after a long drive with Jennings
sweeping the flank from five yards out.
They got their safety when Don Ro-mi- g
trapped Fourth's Pete Zonneville
in the end zone.
In the second half Jennings again
put the finishing touches' on a scoring
push by scampering around end. Their
final TD came after a series of plays
when Dave Messina jump passed to
Don. Dixon.
Fourth tallied after a short drive
when Zonneville hit Dick Evans with
a long aerial in the end zone.
A real thriller was witnessed the
following day when the Frosh and
Sixth met on the Unit Field. Sixth
opened the point parade after a score-
less first half when Fred Meyerhoeffer
completed a pass to Don Nyland fol-
lowing two running plays. The Frosh
evened it up when Jennings led his
team from their territory and scored
on a short sweep.
With the half about one-thir- d over,
Meyerhoeffer again took to the air and
hit Nyland for Sixth's second TD
to put them in the lead, 12-- 6. Far
from giving, up, the Freshmen drove
back after Dixon intercepted a Sixth
aerial at mid-fiel- d. Following runs that
reached the 15, Jennings flipped com-
plete to Cotton on the five and the
latter tied the count with three
minutes remaining in the contest.
Twin attempts by both clubs for
extra points to determine a victor, re-
sulted in Sixth's win as Bob Loebbel
converted successfully for their one-poi- nt
margin.
A see-sa- w tilt ensued between Sec-
ond and Fourth as the former scored
once in each half, and the latter came
up with three big markers in the final
period to win, 18-1- 2. Just before the
clock ran out in the first half, Second's
Bob Tignor passed to Bob Hull from
the Fourth 20, and the latter sped for
the TD.
On the first play after the kickoflf
in the second half. Fourth tied it up
when Zonneville flipped a long TD
heave to Fred McKirachen from their
own 15. Second blasted for their sec-
ond TD when Tignor completed a
25 yard scoring pass to John Sharrick
after a sustained drive. Fourth again
locked the score when McKirachen
tossed to Zonneville from Second's 10.
With two minutes remaining in the
game, Fourth attempted an offsides
kickoff and obtained possession of the
pigskin on their own 25. Fourth wrap-
ped up the contest when Zonneville
hurled a long high aerial to McKir-
achen who took it in stride and zipped
into paydirt.
The Wayne County Natl Bank
A CHECK IS A PERMANENT RECEIPT
Established 1845 Member F.D.I.C. Phone 3-30- 75
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WAA Schedules
Hockey, Tennis
"Everybody Swing" on Saturday
night, October 16, at 7:30 p.m. when
the WAA will sponsor a square dance
on the Quad, weather permitting. Tom
Silvers, a professional caller, will lead
the dances. In case of rain, square
dancing will be in the Gym. No ad-
mission will be charged.
The hockey team's practices are
open to all girls. It is an opportunity
to learn as well as compete as a game
is scheduled with Wooster High
School in the near future.
It's tournament time in Tennis Club,
under Shelley Lemon, and Gold Club,
with Lou Lemke managing. A Novem-
ber tournament is planned for Vol-
leyball Club which practices Monday
and Wednesday nights at 7:15 p.m.
Undefeated Delts
Edge Frosh 12-- 6
Last Monday afternoon, Fifth
Section blasted the hopes of the
Freshman football squad by whip-
ping them 12-- 6. It was a tight
game all the way, right up to the
final whistle. The half time score
was 6-- 0 in favor of the frosh.
The Douglass men, noticeably "up"
for the contest, successfully swept the
ends at will throughout the first
period. They also completely domin-
ated the airways as they threw pass
after pass and completed each in suc-
cession. The Phi Delts were only saved
from having a tremendous score run
up against them by the fine line play.
By Morris played an exceptional game
at halfback for the victors in the sec-
ond half.
The lone touchdown by the Fresh-
men came early in the first half on a
long pass to halfback Moe Cotton. The
long throw was snared on the mid-fiel- d
strip and run up to Fifth's two.
Two plays later the ball was taken
across.
Long passes figured also in the
scoring for the Delts as By Morris hit
George Kim in the end zone for the
first, and captain Dick Milligan tossed
to Jim Landes for the other. Landes
took his pass on the fifteen yard
marker and raced to the goal. Both of
these scores came in the second half.
As it now stands, Fifth Section has
the only undefeated team in the intra-mural- s.
Second Section, the defending
champs, lost a close game to Fourth
last week. The Phi Delts have had
only two touchdowns scored against
them in three starts. Their record is
also unblemished by ties.
BE THERE TO WIH
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Line Holds In Scoreless First Half;
Big Red Exhibits Fine Running Game
Severance Stadium was the scene of the "battle of the defenses"
last Saturday as the Wooster Scots and the Denison Big Red mole-skinne- rs
tangled in the 37th meeting of the traditional rivalry between
the two clubs with the visitors toppling the locals from the unbeaten
ranks by a 14-- 0 score before a capacity Homecoming Day crowd.
Denison broke the TD ice in the third and final period after a
first half 0-- 0 deadlock to win their second game of the 1954 season
with one tie while Wooster, following two victories over Allegheny
and Kenyon respectively, suffered their first setback.
Although no scoring was done in
the first half, both clubs, displaying
fine, air-tig- ht defenses, threatened to
chalk up six-pointe- rs only to be beaten
back by the opposing forward wall.
Denison got the first big break when
fullback Ray Volz, Big Red punter,
booted from his own 31 to Scot Half-
back Dick Jacobs who fumbled on the
Wooster 15 and Denison end John
Dold recovered.
Bolstered by the defensive aggres-
siveness and power of linebacker Sam
Siskowic and guards Doc Stefanek
and Doc Rice, the Scots held the TD
hungry Big Red from penetrating be-
yond the 15 on four straight downs
and Wooster took over the leather.
The Shipemen countered with about
seven minutes to go in the half when
Volz, again punting for Denison, toed
the pigskin from his own 17 to Half-
back Je rry Smith on the Wooster 49
who scampered back to the Big Red
37. Fullback Ned Martin bulled to the
32, followed by two runs by Jacobs
and Smith that hit for no gain.
QB Ted Hole took to the air lanes,
passing complete to End Cliff Amos to
the 22 for the first down after which
Jacobs powered through a truck hole
to the 10. Following two runs that
lost back to the 11 and an incomplete
aerial, Martin attempted a field goal
with three minutes to go in the half
and booted wide, leaving the count
knotted at 0-- 0.
Denison wasted little time in unty-
ing the knot as they blasted 60 yards
in four plays to score with only two
minutes gone in the third quarter.
After receiving Wooster's kickoff
which they ran back to their own 35,
halfback Ron Willis swept around
the left side to the Scots' 28. With
Willis and halfback Mel Pattison
banging to the 25 on two successive
line smashes, QB Dave Jones passed
beautifully to end Bob Kelley in the
Rabbis' Aerials
Top First Section
An effective passing attack that
spelled four big touchdowns com-
bined with a running game that
produced several first downs was
the menu served by the Third Sec-
tion Rabbis to the First Section
eight as the former took a 26-1- 2
victory in an intramural league
game this past Tuesday. First
racked up two markers in the sec-
ond half to prove that they were
still very much in the game.
The Rabbis grabbed the lead with
five minutes to go in the half when
QB Lou Lecocq hit John Tunison in
the end zone with a looper after they
pushed from mid-fiel- d. They swept for
another TD with about a minute to
go on an aerial from Paul Davies to
Lecocq following a 30-yar- d drive.
Early in the second frame Third
gained their safety when John Mann
rushed First's Don Metz who stepped
out of the striped area. First entered
their initial TD in the scoring column
when Frank Storch intercepted a Le-
cocq lateral on the Rabbis' 30 and
jetted for paydirt. Three plays after
the kickoff saw Third add another
tally as Lecocq tossed to Tunison with
nine minutes to go in the game.
First blasted from their own 25 to
the Rabbis' one-fo- ot line only to lose
the ball on downs. However, after
Third ran three plays, Dave Lewis,
First's defensive halfback, intercepted
a Lecocq pass and blazed to the op-
ponents' 14. Two plays was all it took
as Metz' jump passed to Lewis in the
end zone to make the score 20-1- 2,
Third.
The Rabbis scored their final six-point- er
with 57 seconds left when
Lecocq threw a sleeper pass to Davies
who cut a trail down the sidelines
from his own 25.
clear and the stocky pass snagger step-
ped into the striped turf. Denison cap-
tain Andy Deeds split the ozone be-
tween the uprights and the Big Red
led, 7-- 0.
Realization of the fact that they were
getting nowhere through the Scots'
forward wall led the Denison offense
to sweep around it which consequently
resulted in their second six-point- er in
the fourth quarter. The Big Red drive
started on their own 33 after the Scots
punted and Denison was penalized on
the runback. Three running plays by
backs Volz, Marvin Smith, and Bill
Haynes recalled a first down on the 43
followed by Volz' fine gallop to the
Wooster 36.
Two successive pitchouts to Smith
and Volz respectively put the leather
on the 18 and another first down. Volz
and Jones combined smashes to the
three and Pattison took a handoff on
the next play and bowled into the end
zone with three and a half minutes to
go in the game. Deeds enjoyed a per-
fect day with his learned toe as he
booted true and Denison had their
14-- 0 victory.
The game marked the 16th win for
Denison in the rivalry while Wooster
has won 16 tilts. The clubs have tied
six times.
WOOSTER 0 0 0 00DENISON 0 0 7 714
j DIAMONDS WATCHES
) Lahm's Jewelry
!221 East Liberty St.Phone 2-99- 69
IT'S HERE!
A REALLY
WASHABLE
JACKET
CERTIFIED WASHABLE
BANTMIAC
w
Everything
you want
in ajacket!
Nylon-blen- d
Gjrron
cloth,
matching
nylon
zipper.
Why pay
more?
$9.95
EXCLUSIVE AT
NICK AMSTER'S
Your College Store
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MORE ON
Student Candidates
(Continued from Page One)
nominated for president of the Sopho-
more Class:
John Cochran, from Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio, is a member of Fifth Section
and is active in the Young Republicans
and was a member of the track team.
Fred Meyerhoeffer, from Canfield,
Ohio, is a member of Sixth Section
and is active in the Young Republi-
cans and Chemistry Club.
Phil Ferguson, from Pittsburgh,
Pa., is a member of Seventh Section
and is active in varsity football, track,
and UCF.
The following persons have been
nominated for president of the Fresh-
man Class:
Pete Staffelli, from Bound Brook,
New Jersey, is a member of the cross-
country team and is active in the
Young Republicans.
Dick McCracken, from Massillon,
Ohio, is active in Band, Men's Glee
Club and is a member of the Young
Republicans.
Dave Messina, from Lakewood,
Ohio, is a member of the Young Re-
publicans and is on the Douglass
Council.
Dave Bouquet, from Neenah, Wis-
consin, is a member of the Freshman
Apprentices.
Candidates for freshman male sena-
tor are Donald Castle, William Patt,
and Tom Scott.
The following Freshmen have filed
a petition for Senator-at-Larg- e:
William Dando, from Baltimore,
Maryland, is active in Band, WCW,
David Brainerd, and IVCF.
Bruce Hunt, from Newton, Mass., is
a freshman cheer leader and a member
of the Young Republicans.
Juaaita Yoder is from Wooster,
Ohio.
Sophomore and Junior Senator-at-Larg- e
candidates are: Sophomores
Wilmer Driggs, Jack Hornfelt, and
Gordie Wood; Juniors Dick Adams,
Virg Musser, and Bob Duke.
Others running for office are:
Senior Class
Vice President Bud Barta, George
Dawkins, Howard Leister.
Treasurer Ellis List, Jim Landis,
Stu Hills.
Secretary Nancy Schneider, Helen
Townsend.
Junior Class
Vice President P e t e Zonneville,
Don Hatch, Chuck Navle.
Treasurer Paul Martin, Ward Barr.
Secretary Jan Ackexly, Gail Henry.
Sophomore Class
Vice President Don McNutt, Jack
Sweeny.
Treasurer Nancy Johnson, John
Wilson.
Secretary Carol Thomas, Nancy
Peters, Georgi Robinson.
Freshman Class
Vice President John Babel, Bob
Calhoon, Ralph Morrison.
Treasurer Ron Johnson, Gay Sin-
clair, Harry Bradley.
Secretary Sally Griffith, Peggy Mc-Anli- n,
Fred Herald.
Candidates for WSGA Representa-
tives are:
Administrative Board Nancy Eales,
Cindy Tice, Edie Powers, and Connie
Coleman.
Judicial Board Gwen Peters, Signe
Poison, Nell Kincaid, and Betty
Zeigler.
j ATTENTION!
ALL FRESHMEN!
(Watch for the County Fair)
! OCTOBER 23, 1954
"ARNOLD"
Music Department
Announces Events
Stuart J. Ling, assistant profes-
sor of music and director of the
band, received his doctorate from
Syracuse University in June after
five years of work which was in-
terrupted by the Korean War. His
unusual thesis was entitled "A
Study of Adolescent Mental Ima-
gery Involving Written Responses
to Musical Stimuli" and was based
on his analysis of stories by Junior
High children as they listened to
records.
"A Suite for Piano" by John Dierks,
former instructor at the Wooster Con-
servatory of Music, was the feature of
the October Ail-America- n program of
the MacDowell Club at the home of
Mrs. George McCIarran and Mrs.
Harry Hetman. Mr. Dierks is now at
Rollins College for Women in Vir-
ginia.
Many students are unfortunately un-
aware of the possibility afforded them
to hear good music There are now
records and three long-playin- g phono-
graphs available at any time in Merz
Hall and at the music room in the
Union Musical scores can be obtained
while listening to the recordings. Re-
cords may be rented at a moderate
rate, and the money will be refunded
if the records are returned undamaged.
I
WOOSTER
THEATER
FRI. SAT.
Danny Kaye
"KNOCK ON WOOD"
SUN. thru WED.
"BRIGADOON"
Starring Gene Kelly
and Van Johnson
THUR.-FRI- . OCT. 21-2- 2
"RING OF FEAR"
LUNCH DINNER
or just a snack
WOOSTER
FARM DAIRIES
Has Delicious Food
That Is The Best
Madison Ave.
Phone 2-69- 01
Phone 3-68- 41
Cleveland Rd.
Phone 2-09- 11
Cooper 1 Hour Martinizing
MORE Than Dry Cleaning
1 Hr. Service - No Extra Charge
140 South Market St Wooster, Ohio
EXCITING NEWS
BERMUDA SHORTS
in Beautiful Wool Fabrics
Charcoal Grey, Beige, Herringbone, Checks and Plaids
$8.95 and $10.95
Beulali Beclitel
PUBLIC SQUARE
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Voice Of A Young Republican . . Homecoming Participants ThankedO r Editor., Wooster VOICEI E:
The Democrat "line" for the 1954 campaign is now clear. Recent speeches
by Democrat leaders, partcularly of the Truman-Stevenso- n wing of the party,
have revealed their intended attack points. Here are three of the main Demo-
crat "charges" and the positive factual Republican replies. THEY SAY
that there is "recession under the Eisenhower Administration". They add that
unemployment has risen 2 million in one year and that workers are earning
8 billions less than they earned seven months ago.
In two months unemployment dropped 420,000 to 3,305,000 in May over
1,360,000 less than the 1950 jobless total under Truman, whose administration's
unemployment record was "saved" by entering the Korean War. In February
1950 there were 4,700,000 jobless, but Democrats saw no "recession" or cause
for alarm then. Some 61,119,000 Americans were employed in May, 1954.
This is only 600,000 under the all-tim- e high for May registered in 1953.
The "8 billion less income" claim is a typical half-trut- h. It was achieved
by contrasting the peak month of July 1953 (workers' income 201 billions)
with this March (193.6 billions). But March 1953, a comparable month,
showed a $196.2 billion worker income, a difference of only $2.6 billion. And
what about March 1952, a Truman month, when a war was raging? Worker
income then was only $177.3 billions.
"Business is better now than at almost any time in 100 years." (U. S.
NEWS & WORLD REPORT, 5-28-- 54.) It is 20 above normal for this period
of the year, although 12 below the 1953 boom year average. An authoritative
business index (Cleveland Trust Co.) shows that the 1949 Truman recession
was a really big dip. Then business fell off 27 in a nine-mont- h period.
THEY SAY that the Eisenhower Administration program is a failure.
They contend that what portions that were passed owe their success to Demo-
cratic votes in Congress.
The Federal government at long last is on the high road to solvency.
Working together, President Eisenhower and the Republican Congress last
year chopped $12.5 billions off the recommended Truman budget appropri-
ations, and some $7 billions from planned Truman expenditures. Submitting
his first budget this year (Truman submitted last year's just before leaving office
on Jan. 20), President Eisenhower called for cuts in appropriations of $4
billions more and in expenditures of still another $5.3 billions this year. These
budget and spending reductions made possible the 10 personal income tax
cut you received in January of this year.
Despite almost solid Democrat opposition on certain key issues (notably
the Eisenhower tax program, Taft-Hartle- y Act revision, the 18-year-- old vote),
a substantial portion of the Administration's program became law. It is a long
range program rather than the crisis-to-crisi- s legislation of the past. No less
than 1 1 built-i- n guarantees of economic expansion are contained either in
legislation or in administration actions. These include: elimination of controls;
$2 billions annually for governmental research and development; St. Lawrence
Seaway; peacetime use of atomic energy; public works; expanded Social Se-
curity; extended unemployment compensation; monetary policy geared to ex-
panding production; tax cut; housing; encouragement of foreign trade and
investment.
THEY SAY that the Eisenhower Administration's tax and economic
programs are geared to the interests of the privileged few and ignore the in-
terests of the "little man".
This year new tax savings, including the January income tax decrease,
will benefit citizens by $7.4 billions annually. Individuals will get more than
$4.5 bilions of this relief.
What happened to the "little man" during 20 years of Democrat tax
policies? Taxes rose steadily during those two costly decades. Between 1932-52- ,
personal income tax exemptions fell from $1500 to $500. The "little man"
for whom the Democrats profess such crocodile sympathy, in 1952 paid seven
times the income taxes he paid in 1933. He was paying the Federal govern-
ment three times as much taxes on his new car, twice as much on gasoline
and radios, 25 more on cigarettes. Meanwhile, in those 20 Democrat years
the value of his dollar was chopped in half, his food and clothing bills more
than doubled.
THEY SAY that Republicans have "destroyed" bi-partisans- hip in foreign
relations.
Our foreign policy commitments, as well as current discussions, have
been carried out openly in marked contrast to preceding Democrat Adminis-
tration methods. On no less than 99 separate occasions, the Eisenhower Admin-
istration held bi-partis- an foreign policy consultations with Congressional
leaders. (By contrast, the Truman Administration swept us into the Korean
War on an hour's notice to Congress).
by Keith Henry
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The 36th Homecoming is now history. Hundreds of alumni who returned
to the campus have many pleasant memories to take home. The perfect weather
on Saturday brought one of the largest crowds in recent years from commun-
ities nearby, others, although unsure of the weather, came from the eastern
seaboard, from Texas, and from the west coast.
Student interest and participation in the events are vital in making tht
week-en- d a success. This year, again, much hard work by many people was
necessary to make the week-en- d run smoothly.
Our special thanks, from the Alumni Office, as well as from all returning
Alumni, we want to express to the team, to chairmen and members of the
various committees for decorations, for the dance for the judging of tht
dormitories to the band and cheerleaders, to the members of the play cast and
staff, to the queen's court and freshmen in the parade, to the broadcasters and
musicians. A salute also, to Queen Nat Schneider, Senate President Don Han-sough- ,
General Chairman Myron Lord and his associates, and to the editor
of the VOICE. John D McRee
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